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(Berklee Guide). Whether you're into hip-hop, urban, rock, alternative, dance, electronic, jazz, blues, or country, drums play a
prominent roll in the production and arrangement of a song. This book will help to explain everything you'll need to know to
produce your own killer beats, from describing individual drums and how they are most commonly played, to MIDI drum
sequencing tricks used by the pros, and the proper use of compression, EQ, and group effects when mixing drums. Over time and
with steady practice, you'll be able to make these drum production techniques your own, taking your song production skills to the
next level while at the same time becoming a master beat-maker.
Based on extensive research and interviews, presents a history of hip-hop that covers such topics as the evolution of the turntable,
the world of DJ battles, the influence of digital technology, and the politics of race and gender.
The Evolution of Electronic Dance Music establishes EDM's place on the map of popular music. The book accounts for various
ambiguities, variations, transformations, and manifestations of EDM, pertaining to its generic fragmentation, large geographical
spread, modes of consumption and, changes in technology. It focuses especially on its current state, its future, and its borders –
between EDM and other forms of electronic music, as well as other forms of popular music. It accounts for the rise of EDM in
places that are overlooked by the existing literature, such as Russia and Eastern Europe, and examines the multi-media and visual
aspects such as the way EDM events music are staged and the specificity of EDM music videos. Divided into four parts –
concepts, technology, celebrity, and consumption – this book takes a holistic look at the many sides of EDM culture.
Rick Soshensky presents a groundbreaking introduction to music’s power to heal and transform, weaving a collection of uplifting
case studies from his music therapy practice with ideas from spiritual traditions, philosophies, psychological theorists, and music
therapy researchers. Going beyond just theoretical and clinical information, The Music Therapy Studio: Empowering the Soul’s
Truth centers on the stories and experiences of people with disabilities—marginalized people for whom the world allows little time or
place but whose extraordinary musical journeys teach us about the unseen depths and indomitability of the human spirit.
Soshensky investigates core concepts of a music-centered approach—the experience of music as a creative art with clients that
has intrinsic value and supersedes diagnostic labeling and behavioral goal setting. The result is unique and inspirational text that
leads us towards a deeper understanding and appreciation of music therapy and music’s spiritual benefits.
Unlocking the Groove is a groundbreaking, award-winning, music-driven analysis of electronic dance music (EDM). Author Mark
Butler interweaves traditional and non-traditional musical analysis with consideration of the genre's history and social significance,
deconstructing several typical examples of electronic dance music and focusing on the interaction of beat and rhythmic structure in
creating an overall musical design. Interviews with DJs, listeners, and producers flesh out the book, providing insight into the
perceptions and performance world of EDM, and making a vivid case for the musical artistry of EDM disc jockeys. The CD
included with the book illustrates the analysis with multiple musical examples, both in excerpts and full songs. Butler's work
propels the study of popular music in exciting new directions, and will impact the range from popular music studies, music theory,
ethnomusicology, and musicology.
Manuals
Today, no matter where you are in the world, you can turn on a radio and hear the echoes and influences of Chicago house music.
Do You Remember House? tells a comprehensive story of the emergence, and contemporary memorialization of house in
Chicago, tracing the development of Chicago house music culture from its beginnings in the late '70s to the present. Based on
expansive research in archives and his extensive conversations with the makers of house in Chicago's parks, clubs, museums,
and dance studios, author Micah Salkind argues that the remediation and adaptation of house music by crossover communities in
its first decade shaped the ways that Chicago producers, DJs, dancers, and promoters today re-remember and mobilize the genre
as an archive of collectivity and congregation. The book's engagement with musical, kinesthetic, and visual aspects of house
music culture builds from a tradition of queer of color critique. As such, Do You Remember House? considers house music's
liberatory potential in terms of its genre-defiant repertoire in motion. Ultimately, the book argues that even as house music culture
has been appropriated and exploited, the music's porosity and flexibility have allowed it to remain what pioneering Chicago DJ
Craig Cannon calls a "musical Stonewall" for queers and people of color in the Windy City and around the world.
"Josh Bess provides a concise and accessible guide to music production and the role of a producer, breaking it down into core concepts,
approaches, and methods essential to any piece of recorded music regardless of style or genre. Music Production Methods will help
producers troubleshoot workflows and ultimately create better music"-It's all about the scratch in Groove Music, award-winning music historian Mark Katz's groundbreaking book about the figure that defined hiphop: the DJ. Today hip-hop is a global phenomenon, and the sight and sound of DJs mixing and scratching is familiar in every corner of the
world. But hip-hop was born in the streets of New York in the 1970s when a handful of teenagers started experimenting with spinning vinyl
records on turntables in new ways. Although rapping has become the face of hip-hop, for nearly 40 years the DJ has proven the backbone of
the culture. In Groove Music, Katz (an amateur DJ himself) delves into the fascinating world of the DJ, tracing the art of the turntable from its
humble beginnings in the Bronx in the 1970s to its meteoric rise to global phenomenon today. Based on extensive interviews with practicing
DJs, historical research, and his own personal experience, Katz presents a history of hip-hop from the point of view of the people who
invented the genre. Here, DJs step up to discuss a wide range of topics, including the transformation of the turntable from a playback device
to an instrument in its own right, the highly charged competitive DJ battles, the game-changing introduction of digital technology, and the
complex politics of race and gender in the DJ scene. Exhaustively researched and written with all the verve and energy of hip-hop itself,
Groove Music will delight experienced and aspiring DJs, hip-hop fans, and all students or scholars of popular music and culture.
An adrenalin-charged trip through some of the cultural flashpoints of the past few decades, Pop Grenade celebrates the power of music as a
force for change. Based on first-hand, personal reportage from raves, riots and rebellions, it explores how music has been used as a weapon
in struggles for liberation and attempts to create temporary paradises. From Berlin’s anarchic techno scene after the fall of the Wall to outlaw
sound systems in wartime Bosnia, from Moscow during the crackdown on Pussy Riot to New York in the militant early years of hip-hop, it tells
the extraordinary stories of some of the world’s most audacious musical freedom fighters, disco visionaries and rock’n’roll rebels with a
cause.
After decades of experimentation, musicians have begun to utilize a strikingly colorful palette of sounds on woodwind instruments. Flute,
clarinet, and saxophone players, in many different musical settings, regularly use sounds that were unheard of in the middle of the twentieth
century. Oboists, in comparison, have lagged somewhat behind their more adventurous colleagues. In writing Oboe Unbound: Contemporary
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Techniques, author Libby Van Cleve opens up the tradition-bound assumptions of the instrument’s capabilities. Not only does she include
descriptions of the instrument’s standard technique from range and reeds to the use of vibrato, but she also discusses recent techniques,
such as multiphonics, microtones, altered timbres, and extended range, to name a few. Van Cleve bolsters this book with numerous music
examples and professionally-tested fingering charts, and concludes with basic information about the use of electronics for amplification,
recording, and sound enhancement. The book’s appendixes include a substantial bibliography of music and literature and a discography
including jazz, non-western, and art music recordings. The revised edition incorporates new information about resources now available
through the internet and marks the launch of a website that includes examples of all the contemporary sounds as well as audio and video
recordings of unreleased compositions.
The DJ stands at a juncture of technology, performance and culture in the increasingly uncertain climate of the popular music industry,
functioning both as pioneer of musical taste and gatekeeper of the music industry. Together with promoters, producers, video jockeys (VJs)
and other professionals in dance music scenes, DJs have pushed forward music techniques and technological developments in last few
decades, from mashups and remixes to digital systems for emulating vinyl performance modes. This book is the outcome of international
collaboration among academics in the study of electronic dance music. Mixing established and upcoming researchers from the US, Canada,
the UK, Germany, Austria, Sweden, Australia and Brazil, the collection offers critical insights into DJ activities in a range of global dance
music contexts. In particular, chapters address digitization and performativity, as well as issues surrounding the gender dynamics and political
economies of DJ cultures and practices.
(Amadeus). In this groundbreaking book, prize-winning pianist and noted educator William Westney helps readers discover their own path to
the natural, transcendent fulfillment of making music. Drawing on experience, psychological insight, and wisdom ancient and modern,
Westney shows how to trust yourself and set your own musicality free. He offers healthy alternatives for lifelong learning and suggests
significant change in the way music is taught. For example, playing a wrong note can be constructive, useful, even enlightening. The creator
of the acclaimed Un-Master Class workshop also explores the special potential of group work, outlining the basics of his revelatory workshop
that has transformed the music experience for participants the world over. Practicing, in Westney's view, is a lively, honest, adventurous, and
spiritually rewarding enterprise, and it can (and should) meet with daily success, which empowers us to grow even more. Teachers,
professionals, and students of any instrument will benefit from this unique guide, which brings artistic vitality, freedom, and confidence within
everyone's reach.
In Inner Sound, author Jonathan Weinel traverses the influence of altered states of consciousness on audio-visual media, explaining how our
subjective realities may change during states of dream, psychedelic experience, meditation, and trance.

General Reference
A photographic look into the world of vinyl record collectors—including Questlove—in the most intimate of environments—their record
rooms. Compelling photographic essays from photographer Eilon Paz are paired with in-depth and insightful interviews to illustrate
what motivates these collectors to keep digging for more records. The reader gets an up close and personal look at a variety of
well-known vinyl champions, including Gilles Peterson and King Britt, as well as a glimpse into the collections of known and
unknown DJs, producers, record dealers, and everyday enthusiasts. Driven by his love for vinyl records, Paz takes us on a fiveyear journey unearthing the very soul of the vinyl community.
So you want to learn the ins and outs of creating dance music and looking to improve your production? Then this book is just for
you. No matter what genre you are interested in- trance, techno, garage, chill out, house or what tool you are working withAbelton, Reason, Reaktor or Absynth, Snowman covers every aspect of dance music production- from sound design, compression
and effects to mixing and mastering to help you improve your music. No matter what you level of experience the Dance Music
Manual is packed with sound advice, techniques and practical tips to help you achieve professional results. The CD provides
demo tracks showing what can be achieved when applying the advice contained in the book, including examples of the quality
difference before and after mixing and mastering. The CD also contains free software demos for you to download. For even more
advice and resources, check out the book's official website www.dancemusicproduction.com
B-boying is a form of Afro-diasporic competitive dance that developed in the Bronx, NY in the early 1970s. Widely - though
incorrectly - known as "breakdancing," it is often dismissed as a form of urban acrobatics set to music. In reality, however, bboying is a deeply traditional and profoundly expressive art form that has been passed down from teacher to student for almost
four decades. Foundation: B-boys, B-girls and Hip-Hop Culture in New York offers the first serious study of b-boying as both
unique dance form and a manifestation of the most fundamental principles of hip-hop culture. Drawing on anthropological and
historical research, interviews and personal experience as a student of the dance, Joseph Schloss presents a nuanced picture of bboying and its social context. From the dance's distinctive musical repertoire and traditional educational approaches to its complex
stylistic principles and secret battle strategies, Foundation illuminates a previously unexamined thread in the complex tapestry that
is contemporary hip-hop.
Existing books on the analysis of popular music focus on theory and methodology, and normally discuss parts of songs briefly as
examples. The impression often given is that songs are being chosen simply to illuminate and exemplify a theoretical position. In
this book the obverse is true: songs take centre stage and are given priority. The authors analyse and interpret them intensively
from a variety of theoretical positions that illuminate the song. Thus, methods and theories have to prove their use value in the
face of a heterogeneous, contemporary repertoire. The book brings together researchers from very different cultural backgrounds
and encourages them to compare their different hearings and to discuss the ways in which they make sense of specific songs. All
songs analysed are from the new millennium, most of them not older than three years. Because the most widely popular styles are
too often ignored by academics, this book aims to shed light on how million sellers work musically. Therefore, it encompasses a
broad palette, highlighting mainstream pop (Lady Gaga, Ke$ha, Lucenzo, Amy McDonald), but also accounting for critically
acclaimed ’indie’ styles (Fleet Foxes, Death Cab for Cutie, PJ Harvey), R&B (Destiny’s Child, Janelle Monae), popular hard rock
(Kings of Leon, Rammstein), and current electronic music (Andrés, Björk). By concentrating on 13 well-known songs, this book
offers some model analyses that can very easily be studied at home or used in seminars and classrooms for students of popular
music at all academic levels.
Musical Rhythm in the Age of Digital Reproduction presents new insights into the study of musical rhythm through investigations of
the micro-rhythmic design of groove-based music. The main purpose of the book is to investigate how technological mediation - in
the age of digital music production tools - has influenced the design of rhythm at the micro level. Through close readings of
technology-driven popular music genres, such as contemporary R&B, hip-hop, trip-hop, electro-pop, electronica, house and
techno, as well as played folk music styles, the book sheds light on how investigations of the musical-temporal relationships of
groove-based musics might be fruitfully pursued, in particular with regard to their micro-rhythmic features. This book is based on
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contributions to the project Rhythm in the Age of Digital Reproduction (RADR), a five-year research project running from 2004 to
2009 that was funded by the Norwegian Research Council.
The greatest albums of all time . . . and how they happened. Organised chronologically and spanning seven decades, The MOJO
Collection presents an authoritative and engaging guide to the history of the pop album via hundreds of long-playing masterpieces,
from the much-loved to the little known. From The Beatles to The Verve, from Duke Ellington to King Tubby and from Peggy Lee to
Sly Stone, hundreds of albums are covered in detail with chart histories, full track and personnel listings and further listening
suggestions. There's also exhaustive coverage of the soundtrack and hit collections that every home should have. Like all
collections, there are records you listen to constantly, albums you've forgotten, albums you hardly play, albums you love guiltily
and albums you thought you were alone in treasuring, proving The MOJO Collection to be an essential purchase for those who
love and live music.
In his first book since the enormously popular Great Singers on Great Singing, the distinguished Metropolitan Opera basso Jerome
Hines here provides a wealth of new information and advice for all those who have embarked on - or plan to embark on - a serious
singing career. From basic information on how the head and body combine to produce vocal sound, he goes on to analyze the
"four voices" encompassed by the singer's one voice, always explaining how through proper technique and training that voice can
achieve its ultimate in power, grace and beauty. On another level, Mr. Hines guides the singer through the labyrinth of choosing
the right teacher, shows how physical and emotional health and care of the body relate to the vocal apparatus and considers such
diverse matters as stage fright, dealing with conductors and managers and that final challenge - facing the critics.
The Routledge Companion to Popular Music Analysis: Expanding Approaches widens the scope of analytical approaches for
popular music by incorporating methods developed for analyzing contemporary art music. This study endeavors to create a new
analytical paradigm for examining popular music from the perspective of developments in contemporary art music. "Expanded
approaches" for popular music analysis is broadly defined as as exploring the pitch-class structures, form, timbre, rhythm, or
aesthetics of various forms of popular music in a conceptual space not limited to the domain of common practice tonality but
broadened to include any applicable compositional, analytical, or theoretical concept that illuminates the music. The essays in this
collection investigate a variety of analytical, theoretical, historical, and aesthetic commonalities popular music shares with 20th and
21st century art music. From rock and pop to hip hop and rap, dance and electronica, from the 1930s to present day, this
companion explores these connections in five parts: Establishing and Expanding Analytical Frameworks Technology and Timbre
Rhythm, Pitch, and Harmony Form and Structure Critical Frameworks: Analytical, Formal, Structural, and Political With
contributions by established scholars and promising emerging scholars in music theory and historical musicology from North
America, Europe, and Australia, The Routledge Companion to Popular Music Analysis: Expanding Approaches offers nuanced
and detailed perspectives that address the relationships between concert and popular music.
(Book). Spice up your playing with The Guitar Cookbook ! Written by Guitar Player magazine music editor Jesse Gress, this
collection of "recipes" for satisfying a wide variety of musical appetites is for beginning to advanced guitarists. It covers all the
ingredients for cooking up great music on the guitar: music notation, tuning, intonation, rhythm, melody, scales, motifs, harmony,
ear-training, technique, improvisation and much more. Players will develop a personalized musical vocabulary; learn how to apply
it to many different styles; master basic guitar techniques; and let the musical ideas sizzle!
(Keyboard Presents). From its roots in 1970s New York disco and '80s Detroit techno to today's international, mainstream
explosion of such genres as house, trance & dubstep, electronic dance music has reshaped the popular musical landscape. This
book digs deep through the archives of Keyboard magazine to unearth the insider history of the art and technology of the EDM
movement, written as it happened. We hear from the artists who defined the genre (Jean Michel Jarre, Depeche Mode,
Deadmau5, BT, Kraftwerk and more). Revisit the most significant synths, beatboxes, and musical tools that made the music
possible, through the eyes of those who first played them. Learn the history, then the expert techniques behind the music, so you
can apply the same craft to your own music and mixes.
(Amadeus). This holistic approach to the keyboard, based on a sound understanding of the relationship between physical function
and musical purpose, is an invaluable resource for pianists and teachers. Professor Fink explains his ideas and demonstrates his
innovative developmental exercises that set the pianist free to express the most profound musical ideas. HARDCOVER.
Joining the ranks of Please Kill Me and Can’t Stop Won’t Stop comes this definitive chronicle of one of the hottest trends in
popular culture—electronic dance music—from the noted authority covering the scene. It is the sound of the millennial generation,
the music “defining youth culture of the 2010s” (Rolling Stone). Rooted in American techno/house and ’90s rave culture,
electronic dance music has evolved into the biggest moneymaker on the concert circuit. Music journalist Michaelangelo Matos has
been covering this beat since its genesis, and in The Underground Is Massive, charts for the first time the birth and rise of this last
great outlaw musical subculture. Drawing on a vast array of resources, including hundreds of interviews and a library of rare
artifacts, from rave fanzines to online mailing-list archives, Matos reveals how EDM blossomed in tandem with the nascent
Internet—message boards and chat lines connected partiers from town to town. In turn, these ravers, many early technology
adopters, helped spearhead the information revolution. As tech was the tool, Ecstasy—(Molly, as it’s know today) an empathic drug
that heightens sensory pleasure—was the narcotic fueling this alternative movement. Full of unique insights, lively details,
entertaining stories, dozens of photos, and unforgettable misfits and stars—from early break-in parties to Skrillex and Daft
Punk—The Underground Is Massive captures this fascinating trend in American pop culture history, a grassroots movement that
would help define the future of music and the modern tech world we live in.
An inspirational guide for all levels of expertise, Creative Sequencing Techniques for Music Production shows you how to get the
most out of the four leading audio sequencers. Using real-life examples, Andrea Pejrolo demonstrates a wide range of technical
and creative techniques, giving you tips and new ideas to help you take your work to the next level. Creative Sequencing
Techniques covers sequencing from the basics, through intermediate to an advanced level, making this book ideal for music
students and acoustic and MIDI composers. With a free CD containing loops, templates and audio examples, and end of chapter
exercises to practise new skills, this illustrated practical guide provides all the tools you will need to give your music the vital edge.
In a clear, accessible style, Andrea Pejrolo guides you through: * Essential studio equipment, advising on MIDI devices
(controllers, synthesizers, sound modules and sequencers), mixing boards, monitors and computers * Basic sequencing topics
such as recording and editing techniques and automation * More advanced topics such as groove quantization, converters,
sounds layering, tap tempo, creative meter, tempo changes and synchronization * Orchestration for the MIDI ensemble, using both
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acoustic instruments and synthesizers * Creating a professional final mix, using mixing techniques that take advantage of plug-in
technology, maximising the use of effects such as reverb, compressor, limiter, equalizer and much more The accompanying CD is
loaded with more than 90 examples of arrangements and techniques, giving you advice on how to troubleshoot those common
mistakes and perfect your music production. Anyone producing music who wants to build on their skills in orchestration,
composition and mixing will find all the techniques and practical advice they need in this book. Whether you are a student or
amateur aspiring to more professional results, or a professional wanting to master new skills, this book will help you to improve the
overall quality of your work.

Explores the development of a range of cults of popular music as a response to changes in attitudes to meaning,
spirituality and religion in society.>
"You Better Work!" is the first detailed study of underground dance music or UDM, a phenomenon that has its roots in the
overlap and cross-fertilization of African American and gay cultural sensibilities that have occurred since the 1970s. UDM
not only predates and includes disco, but also constitutes a unique performance practice in the history of American social
dance. Taking New York City as its geographic focus, "You Better Work!" shows how UDM functions in the lives of its
DJs and dancers, and how it is used as the primary identifier of an urban subculture shaped essentially by the
relationships between music, dance, and marginality. Kai Fikentscher goes beyond stereotypical images of club and
disco to explore the cult and culture of the DJ, the turntable and vinyl recordings as musical instruments, and the vital
relationship between music and dance at underground clubs. Including interviews, photographs, and an extensive
discography, this ethnographic account tells the story of a celebration of collective marginality through music and dance
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Music and the Broadcast Experience explores the complex ways in which music and broadcasting have developed
together throughout the twentieth and into the twenty-first centuries. It brings into dialogue researchers working in media
and music studies; explores and develops crucial points of contact between studies of music in radio and music in
television; and investigates the limits, persistence, and extensions of music broadcasting in the Internet era. The book
presents a series of case studies that address key moments and concerns in music broadcasting, past and present,
written by leading scholars in the field, who hail from both media and music studies. Unified by attentiveness both to
musical sound and meaning and to broadcasting structures, practices, audiences, and discourses, the chapters in this
collection address the following topics: the role of live orchestral concerts and opera in the early development of radio
and their relation to ideologies of musical uplift; the relation between production culture, music, and television genre; the
function of music in sponsored radio during the 1930s; the fortunes of musical celebrity and artistic ambition on television;
questions of music format and political economy in the development of online radio; and the negotiation of space,
community, and participation among audiences, online and offline, in the early twenty-first century. The collection's
ultimate aim is to explore the usefulness and limitations of broadcasting as a concept for understanding music and its
cultural role, both historically and today.
Peace, Love, Unity, and Respect. Cultural liberation and musical innovation. Pyrotechnics, bottle service, bass drops,
and molly. Electronic dance music has been a vital force for more than three decades now, and has undergone
transformation upon transformation as it has taken over the world. In this searching, lyrical account of dance music
culture worldwide, Matthew Collin takes stock of its highest highs and lowest lows across its global trajectory. Through
firsthand reportage and interviews with clubbers and DJs, Collin documents the itinerant musical form from its
underground beginnings in New York, Chicago, and Detroit in the 1980s, to its explosions in Ibiza and Berlin, to today’s
mainstream music scenes in new frontiers like Las Vegas, Shanghai, and Dubai. Collin shows how its dizzying array of
genres—from house, techno, and garage to drum and bass, dubstep, and psytrance—have given voice to locally specific
struggles. For so many people in so many different places, electronic dance music has been caught up in the search for
free cultural space: forming the soundtrack to liberation for South African youth after Apartheid; inspiring a psychedelic
party culture in Israel; offering fleeting escape from—and at times into—corporatization in China; and even undergirding a
veritable “independent republic” in a politically contested slice of the former Soviet Union. Full of admiration for the
possibilities the music has opened up all over the world, Collin also unflinchingly probes where this utopianism has fallen
short, whether the culture maintains its liberating possibilities today, and where it might go in the future.
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